
Lesson Two 

The Other Side of the Moon  
 

I. Comprehension 
 

A. Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer : 

���������	
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1. For years and years people looked up the moon and saw just that one side .It seemed that the other side 

would always be a secret . these sentences say that people ................ . 

a) knew everything about the moon            b) could see only one side of the moon 

c) knew nothing about the side they could see     d) know nothing about the secret 

 

2. There’s no air , water or plant life on the moon . For this reason nobody can ………..  the moon . 

a) takes pictures from       b) keep on living 

c) send spaceships to      d) see both sides of 

 

3. The moon goes around the earth and both of them go around the sun . It means ......... 

a) the sun goes around the earth             b) the earth goes around the moon 

c) the sun goes around the moon    d) the earth goes around the sun 

 

4. Would you mind helping me with these math problems ? 

This sentence means …………….   

a)  Please remember to do your math problems . 

b) Do you want me to help you with your math problems?  

c) Please help me to solve these math problems . 

d) You have to do your math problems without my help . 

 

5. The same side of the moon faces the earth all the time . For this reason ……from the earth . 

a) no one can see the other side of the moon      b) both sides of the moon can be seen  

c) we can't see any  sides of the moon      d) everybody can see the other side of the moon 

 

6. In 1959 a Russian spaceship sent to the space to ………………    . 

a) take cameras to the moon         b) take pictures of the secret side of the moon 

c) take people to the moon          d) find water and air on the moon 

 

 

B. Cloze test :  

 

Fill in the blanks with the best choice : ����� ����������!�"	���������#$�%�&������������������������������������������������������  

� 
In  1959 a Russian  . . (7) . . went around the moon. There were no men in the spaceship. But there were  . 

. (8) . . that took pictures of the  . . (9) . .side of the moon.  later other spaceships took  . . (10) . pictures. 

We  . . (11) . . that the other side of the  moon is much like the side we see  all the time.  But it has more 

holes. It has  . . (12) . . flat spaces. 

 

7. a) airplane   b) spaceship   c) ship   d) satellite 

8. a) machines   b) videos   c) cameras  d) computers 

9. a) all    b) another   c) one   d) other 

10. a) any   b) no    c) more  d) a lot 

11. a) showed   b) found    c) saw   d) took 

12. a) more   b) few    c) most  d) fewer 

 

 



II. Vocabulary  
 

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given :              ������ �������#$�%�&���'�(�')�)����*�����  

 

              face – hold – rocks – camera – holes – navy – flat – mountain – rather   

 

 

13. Do you have a ........... to take a photograph ? 

14. Please wear your warm clothes . It's ……….. cold outside . 

15. Will you ............. this box for a moment? I'll come back soon .  �  

16. Be careful . There streets in our town are full of …………  . 

17. You should know  how to ………… your problems . 

18. Which is the highest ……………… in the world ? 

19. My brother works in the ……………  . He's a sailor  

20. It was a tall mountain made of very big …………..  . 

 

B. Complete the sentences with your own words :                               ������ ����)�%�����*+��������"�,�������   

 

21. A person who takes pictures with a camera . He's a / an ………………  . 

22. They shine in the sky at night . They are ………………  . 

23. My brother works in a navy . He's a ……………  . 

24. It's in the sky . You can see only one side of it from the earth . It had tall mountains and flat places 

called " seas " . It is ………………. . 

25. I couldn't take any photos because I didn't have a …………  . 

26. The first pictures of the moon were taken by a ……….. spaceship .    

 

C. Choose the correct answer : ���������	
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������   

 

27. Babies often fall when they start to walk. "Fall" means ……………  . 

a) go        b) climb                c) drop                   d) run 

 

28. This class is four meters ....... and three meters wide. 

a) deep   b) long                   c) tall               d) thin 

 

29. Please open the window which ................ the garden . 

a) opens   b) faces               c) seems              d) breaks 

 

30. The earth goes around the ……………   . 

a) sky   b) world   c) moon          d) sun 

 

31. Both my father and yours have worked in the same office for many years . The same is the opposite of 

………………  . 

a) clean   b) different   c) true         d) difficult 

 

32. If you want to .......... a photograph , you need a camera . 

a) take    b) make               c) grow                    d) send 

 

33.�Jack was absent last week . He was ill . " Ill " means ………..  . 

a) angry   b) sick    c) unusual   d) upset 

 

34. He's going to enter the shop by cutting a ……….. in the ceiling . 

a) hole   b) model   c) handle   d) wall  

 

35. There's not any kind of life on the moon because there's no ……… there. 

a) mountain  b) air    c) hole    d) rock 



learn more about synonyms and antonyms : 

 

hold = keep          inside # outside 

photograph = picture         fewer # more 

rock = big stone          flat # rough 

seem = look          a lot # afew 

both = the two 

fall = drop 

flat = smooth 

go around = orbit 

 

 

 

III. Grammar :  
                                     1. any  ,   no 

                                     2. Possessive Pronouns  : mine , yours , his , hers , its , ours , …… 

 

 

A. Put the words in the right order : ���,�-���*����	����.������*��������������������������������������������������������������������   

 

 

36. you - any - have - friends - there - did - ? 

 

37. find – our – couldn't – eat – at home – anything – friend – to – .  

 

38. believe – those – you – were – hers – glasses – do – that – ?  

 

 

B. Look at the picture and answer the questions :                              �������������/�0�"����1)�23�4��5�63����  

� 
 

 

39. Does the boy have any books in his hands ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

40. How many boys were there in the classroom ?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

41. Maryam studies English . I study history .  

Whose book is this ?   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

C. Choose the correct answer : ���������	
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������   

  

42. Is there ...... water in the glass ? Yes, there is ........... . 

a) some - any        b) no - some           c) any - some         d) much- no 

 

43.  He can buy ……………… because he has run out of money . 

a) something   b) nothing   c) anything   d) everything 

 

44. This is a very difficult question . I think ......... can answer it . 

a) nobody   b) anybody              c) somebody        d) everybody 

 

45. Isn’t this umbrella my aunt’s ? No , that one is ………………  . 

a) her    b) hers        c) his    d) yours 

 

46. “Are these your father's glasses ? "  " No, …… are over there . 

a)hers    b)his                  c)theirs               d)yours 

 

47. There are ……………… boys in the room . It’s empty . 

a) some    b) any    c) no    d) none 

  

48. 1 didn't give ………… the book because I needed it. 

a) herself    b) her                   c) hers            d) she 

 

49. Are there …………… near here ? 

a) any restaurants     b) any bus     c) no cars                  d)some traffic 

 

50. Let's go to the library and study …………. books  there . 

a) ours    b) your    c) theirs   d) our  

 

51. His car is  expensive but …………  is more expensive . 

a) my    b) myself   c) me    d) mine 

 

 

 

IV. Pronunciation   :   
  

Which word has  a different vowel sound ? 

 

52. a) road  b) home   c) town   d) hope 

53. a) push  b) rude    c) rule    d) blue 

54. a) beauty  b) guide   c) music   d) excuse 

55. a) view  b) blue    c) ruler    d) blew 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



V. Reading Comprehension  
 

Read the passage and answer the questions :                                 ��1)�23�4��5�63����/���
�����78)�������!	�  
 

 

Science has told us so much about the moon that it is fairly easy to imagine what it would be like to go 

there. It is certainly not a friendly place. As there is no air or water, there can be no life of any kind. There 

is no variety of scenery either. For miles after miles there are only flat plains of dust with mountains 

around them. If you step out of the mountain shadows, it will mean moving from severe cold into great 

heat. These extreme temperatures continually break rocks away from the surface oft mountains. The moon 

is also a very silent world, for sound waves can only travel through air. But] beyond the broken horizon, 

you see a friendly sight. Our earth is shining more brightly than the stars From this distance, it looks like 

an immense ball, colored blue, green and brown. 

 

56. Which of these statements is true? 

a) According to the scientific findings, going to the moon is easy but living there is not pleasant. 

b) According to the scientific discoveries, living on the moon is easy but not pleasant . 

c) Science has informed us of the easiest way to go to the moon. 

d) Science has told us that it is easy to live on the moon.  

 

57. There can be no life on the moon because ......  . 

a) the weather is very cold      b) there is no air 

c) there is little oxygen      d) the weather is too dry 

 

58. Why are the mountain surfaces removed? 

a) Dust is blown over them.     �             b) there is not any air there 

c) Mountain shadows are not cold           d) High heat and cold break rocks 

 

59. One cannot hear anything on the moon. Why? 

a) Sound is produced on the earth. 

b) Sound cannot be heard in the airless space. 

c) Sound waves cannot move through the cold air. 

d) Sound waves travel through the oxygen molecules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


